#14360 MIP 1/5th SCALE REAL BRAKE KITS, LOSI 5IVE-T
#14362 MIP
1/5th SCALE
REAL BRAKE PAD

www.miponline.com

#99091 HW-NUT,
M4 x .7mm THIN
ALUM. LOCKNUT

#14363 MIP 1/5th
SCALE REAL BRAKE
CALIPER, LOSI 5IVE-T

#99064
HW-BHCS,
1-72 x 1/8

Add MIP Thread Gel

#14365 MIP 1/5th SCALE,
REAL BRAKES ROTOR
GUIDE, LOSI 5IVE-T

#99070 HW-NUT
ALUM. 5-40
LOCKNUT PLAIN

#14361
MIP 1/5th SCALE
REAL BRAKE
ROTOR, LOSI
5IVE-T

**Designed for stock Losi 5ive-T, aftermarket components may need adjustment.**

#14364
MIP 1/5th
SCALE REAL
BRAKE CALIPER
SCREW, 5IVE-T

#99092 HW-BHCS,
5-40 X 3/4 BUTTON
HEAD SCREW
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www.miponline.com
brake boss
mount

Replace brake pads
when they wear down to the center grove
(Do not allow brake pads to be worn into
calipers- Voids all warranty)

Using a brake pad screw though the back of the
caliper assist in removing brake pads from calipers

MIP P/N: 01-483

1. Remove center diff mount assembly and stock brake
assembly from vehicle. (Diff does not need to be disassembled
for brake kit installation.)
2. After center diff mounts are separated, punch holes in
included template where indicated. Place template over diff
mount brake bosses and hold template in place with included
MIP Caliper Screws (For best results, tighten Caliper Screws
down on template completely).
3. Using the template as a guide, mark the hole location and drill
the rotor guide hole with the included 3/32" high speed drill bit.
(Note: Pre-drilling the hole with a smaller drill bit will help
prevent the drill from moving. The drilled hole should be on the
rib of the mount, to the left or right of rib Intersection as shown
on template.)
4. Attach MIP Brake Pads to MIP Calipers using 1-72 x 1/8"
Button Head Screws. Coat no more than two (2) threads with
MIP Thread Gel on to the screws.
5. Install Brake Calipers using MIP Caliper Screws as shown on
the front page. Secure MIP Caliper Screws with supplied M4x.7
Aluminum Locknuts.
6. Screw Brake Rotor Guide in with the included 5-40 x ¾"
Button Head Screw, securing the screw with a 5-40 Locknut.
7. Slide the Rotor between the two pads and Rotor Guide before
installing the diff back into the mount. Finish reassembly of the
diff mounts and place back into vehicle.
!WARNING!: Do not allow brakes to drag on the rotor when
accelerating, this will cause premature failure and void warranty

Disclaimer: MIP accepts no liability for your safety when using our products.
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